C30i

Laptop, Tablet &
Chromebook Charge Cart
Easily, effectively and safely charge your mobile devices. The C30i supports
many kinds of mobile devices frequently used in classrooms and offers all
you need to store, secure and charge for better mobility in classrooms or
schools with limited available space. The C30i’s intelligent charging
mechanism optimizes electrical current allocation and total charge time. In
addition, its sturdy, fully-welded steel frame structure with a three-point
locking mechanism makes it the perfect solution for storage. The C30i’s
compact design features slim dividers and individual storage bays for power
adapters, making cable management easier and ensuring devices better
organized.

Intelligent charging mechanism
The C30i features an intelligent charging mechanism that dynamically evaluates the power demand
of devices and efficiently allocates electrical current among them to ensure circuit overload does not
occur.

Wide charging slots for a wide range of devices
The C30i’s storage bays can fit even the widest mobile devices and laptops, and are located on 3
slide-out shelves placed on industrial-grade slide rails, easing management and providing for
ergonomically friendly usage. Power adapters can be conveniently stored in the individual holder,
which can be accessed from the rear end of the cart.

Check charging status in just one glance
The 3 LED status lights on the C30i allow teachers and students to see the charging status of each
shelve with just one glance, without having to unlock the doors and check each device one by one.

Secure your investment
Your devices will be safely secured within the C30i’s sturdy frame and steel doors outfitted with a
three-point locking mechanism. This extra-tough design effectively protects against the threats of
theft and vandalism.

Incredibly mobile design
The C30i is designed to maximize user ease and convenience, with a compact structure that can fit
in even the most space-starved schools and classrooms, but is still spacious enough to fit all a class’s
mobile devices. Not only does the C30i have a small footprint, it also provides a convenient work
surface that offers the perfect space for integrating mobile devices, AVer visualizers, and more into
your lessons!

C30i

Laptop, Tablet & Chromebook Charge Cart
product specifications
storage / charging capacity

up to 30 iPads, tablets, Chromebooks and / or laptops under 14”

LED status indicators

solid blue: Charging

lockable doors

yes, front door with three-point lock

storage shelves

three 10-bay shelves

slide-out shelves

yes

cable management

individual AC adapter holder & repositionable cable clips

wall mount hook

yes

swivel casters

yes, four 5" casters (2 lockable)

intelligent charging system

yes

sync function

no

auxiliary power outlet

yes, 2 country-specific AC courtesy outlets
two different power specification provided by region:
AC 220V~240V, 50/60Hz, 2A
AC 100V~120V, 50/60Hz, 4A

power system

two different power specification provided by region:
AC 220V~240V, 50/60Hz; input: 8A, output: 6A
AC 100V~120V, 50/60Hz; input: 12A, output: 8A

slot dimensions

W = 34mm (1.34'')

(W x H x D)

H = 260mm (10.24'')
D = 380mm (14.96'')

cart dimensions

W = 637mm (25.08”)

(W x H x D)

H = 1037mm (40.83”)
D = 686mm (27.01”)

cart weight

76kg (167lbs)

warranty

10-year limited warranty for cart and tray
5-year limited warranty for electrical parts
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